
 
2000EV Equine Vac & Dryer/Blower 
 

 

2000 EV™ Equine Vac & Dryer/Blower  

• 8 Attachments • Quietest in it's Class • Most Powerful • Padded Shoulder Strap 

• Quality Curry Pin Brush • Highly flexible Crush-Proof Hose • Two Year Warranty 

1. Handy equine vacuum makes grooming so easy - Special "curry pin brush" vacuums away hair, 
dirt and dust as you brush the coat. Very convenient when bathing is not possible or weather is 
unsuitable. 

2. Less noise - Due to the polyethylene housing, the Challengair 2000EV is significantly quieter 
than vacuums or blowers with aluminum or metal housings. Special sound damping material 
envelops the fan assembly. The 2000EV is also designed so the motor is acoustically isolated from 
the housing with "iso-dampeners" which are mounted between the motor and housing. 



3. Quickly converts from equine vac to convenient shop vac, auto vac or powerful blower to clean 
areas all around the stable and home! Simply move the hose from the back to the front to switch 
from vacuum to dryer! 

4. The Challengair 2000EV can be used for drying horses, cattle and dogs - Comes with a special 
"air sweep" nozzle for blowing water from the coat for faster drying. 

5. Includes 8 versatile attachments for any grooming, vacuuming or blower need - Comes with the 
unique "curry pin brush" for easy equine grooming and the claw attachment to vacuum cars, trucks, 
trailers and R.V.s like the pros! 

6. More durable - The housing is virtually indestructible and will not rust, dent or crack as metal 
housings can. It will retain its beauty much longer than metal dryers or vacuums. 

7. Uses heavy-duty disposable vacuum bags - Replacement bags are available from Double K 
Industries or your Double K distributor in packages of 5. 

8. Two year limited warranty. 


